M-HOME LEARNING COMMUNITY

PEER SUPPORT GROUPS*

**NEAR PEER**

MENTEES M2-M3

STRUCTURE Two M3s paired with clinical tracks

EVENTS Check-ins before and during clinical year

SIGN UP Auto-Assigned

**PEER SUPPORT**

MENTEES M1-M4, LOA, MSTP

STRUCTURE On Demand Support via email or paging (#37586)

EVENTS Programs focused on wellbeing

SIGN UP None!

**EMPOWER**

MENTEES M1 Students

STRUCTURE 5-6 M1s paired with 2-3 student mentors

EVENTS 6 themed check-ins + hangouts

SIGN UP Required, Summer/Fall M0/M1

*These groups exist solely to provide peer support. Many UMMS student orgs and interest groups provide additional opportunities for peer support as part of their mission.